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The Santiago Trail facility’s nitrate removal system draws
water from two production wells to help meet Arizona
Water’s water quality and production goals.

Arizona Water Company’s new Santiago
Trail Nitrate Removal Facility in Casa
Grande, Ariz., was named “Large Project
of the Year” (over $10 million) for 2020
by the Phoenix Branch of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. The nitrate
removal facility was judged according to
a number of criteria, including engineering significance, engineering innovation,
and impact on quality of life.
The Santiago Trail facility was completed and operational in 2019. It uses
ion exchange technology to remove
nitrates from the groundwater that
Arizona Water supplies to its customers.
Nitrates, which are common in agricultural areas because of fertilizer use and
manure storage or spreading, can percolate into groundwater aquifers. Pinal
County, where the facility is located,
has a rich history of agriculture, and the
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nitrates in the area’s groundwater are
well-documented and widespread.
The US Environmental Protection
Agency has established a safe level for
nitrates, and the new plant will allow
Arizona Water to continue to comply with
those requirements. Two wells located near
the plant site can pump about 4.3 million
gallons per day of groundwater, and that
water can be treated and blended for use
in the drinking water system.
PROJECT SPECIFICS
Project Name: Santiago Trail Nitrate

Removal Facility
Operator/Contractor: Arizona Water Company
Design/Build Team: Fann Environmental,

Dibble Engineering, and GHD
Completion Date: Dec. 6, 2019
Water Source: The facility draws water
from two wells and filters nitrates from
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the water before putting it into Arizona
Water’s distribution system.
Technology: An ion exchange system was
selected as the best available treatment
technology. The facility also includes a 2
million gallon water storage tank, a 10,000
gpm booster pump station, a pressure
tank, and a third well that’s low in nitrate
but requires arsenic removal through an
existing on-site arsenic system.
Project Cost: The facility cost
approximately $17 million and is the
largest and most expensive treatment
plant Arizona Water has constructed.
Service: The system can handle
approximately 3,000 gpm.
Staff size: 47 employees in the Pinal
Valley water system, 220 employees total
in Arizona Water
Number of Operators: 11 in Pinal Valley
water system
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NEW NITRATE REMOVAL FACILITY BRINGS WATER SUSTAINABILITY TO THE DESERT

